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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 These representations are made by Hives Planning Ltd on behalf of Arnold White 

Estates (AWE) in respect of land at and adjoining Ilford Park (identified on the map 

attached as Appendix 1 to our representations on Main Matter 1), the majority of which 

is now shown as a ‘Major Planning Permission’ on the revised Key Diagram of the 

Heart of Teignbridge (Page 20) and the Policies Map (Page 22) of the Council’s 

Recommended Amendments to the Submission Local Plan (Examination Document 

ref CDA2). 

 

1.2 Specifically, the land at and around Ilford Park comprises: a sub-regional shopping and 

leisure complex at Trago Mills; individual retail outlets; a filling station and car sales; a 

recognised commitment for a livestock market, employment development (Use Class 

B2 - general industrial – 5,000 square metres), employment development (Use Class 

B8 - storage and distribution – 9,300 square metres and ancillary offices - 1,100 square 

metres), religious meeting hall, restaurant/public house and residential development of 

up to 35 homes; a Polish Home; land with planning permission for an extensive (300 

units) caravan park; and other previously developed land (former wartime camp) – all 

of which may be classified as ‘urban uses.’  These uses are set adjoining the major 

recreational resource at Stover Park and Newton Abbot Golf Course, at the junction of 

the A38 and A382.   

 

1.3 Whilst these and the accompanying representations support the Recommended 

Amendments which relate to Ilford Park1, they also address issues which remain 

unresolved and which require additional changes to the Local Plan to make it sound.  

Despite the Recommended Amendments, it seems that Ilford Park and its immediate 

surroundings (including the adjoining sub-regional shopping and leisure complex at 

Trago Mills) as described above have simply been excluded from, or ignored in, the 

Plan – the area which includes a large brownfield element, has significant potential to 

contribute to the positive growth required in the Plan and the economic, social and 

environmental objectives of sustainable development and should be recognised. This 

is dealt with in more detail in our statement in response to Main Matter 1. 

 

1.4 This statement focus on the residential needs of the district and in in particular the 

justification for a residential allocation on the former Polish Camp at Ilford Park. 

  

                                                            
1 New Table after para 2.13a of TLP and Amendment No 170 to the Proposals Map  
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2.0 HOUSING REQUIREMENTS, ALLOCATIONS AND DISTRIBUTION 

 

2.1 Our December 2012 submissions consider the matters raised under Questions 19, 20 

and 21 and thus it is not our intention to repeat matters here. We remain of the position 

that the housing numbers are too low and are not positively prepared, being that they 

do not plan for meeting objectively based housing need.  

 

2.2 This could be rectified by an increase in housing numbers which recognises that the 

economic climate is expected to improve during the lifespan of the plan and specifically 

allocates additional housing, rather than simply relying on windfall sites or an increase 

in density on allocated sites. This is not an effective approach and promotes too much 

uncertainty. 

 

2.3 An expectation that fewer homes are needed due to poor economic conditions is a 

misinterpretation of housing demand/housing need. The need for housing remains as 

strong as it was during more buoyant economic times, it is simply that the demand is 

lower due to availability of Mortgage Finance and capital. The Local Plan should aim 

to meet housing need – the NPPF requires Local Planning Authorities to have a clear 

idea of housing need (paragraph 159) and provide strategic policies to deliver the 

“homes and jobs needed in the area” (emphasis added) (paragraph 156).  It is 

significant that TDC’s SHMAs 2007 and 2010 gave a requirement for 740 dpa which 

was reduced in the 2012 version to 620 dpa. 

 

2.4 By providing a lower amount, the risk is that when the economy improves, the need 

will then be matched by the demand, but the availability of housing will not be sufficient 

to meet that need or demand. 

 

2.5 The South West Regional Spatial Strategy (SWRSS) identified a need for 15,900 

dwellings over the plan period of 2006 to 2026, which equates to 795 dwellings per 

annum – an increase of 175 dwellings per annum over that planned for in the Local 

Plan. Whilst it is acknowledged that the RSS is no longer part of the Development Plan, 

it remains based on a robust assessment of housing need, and the evidence base 

which underpins it remains sound and should not be ignored.   

 

2.6  As a further consideration, TDCs assessment of housing need does not take into 

account the consistent under delivery of TDC over previous years. The Devon 
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Structure Plan required the delivery of 500 units per year between 2001 and 2016, 

whilst the draft RSS (which effectively replaced the Structure Plan as being the most 

up to date document) required 796 per annum in the period of 2006 onwards.  

 

2.7 During the period 2001 to 2011 TDC delivered 3,785 dwellings. However, the 

requirement was 6,475 dwellings (500 per annum 2001 – 2006, 795 per annum 2007 

– 2011). This equates to a shortfall of 2,690 dwellings. The Local Plan fails to recognise 

this underperformance and it should be included within the total housing provision for 

the plan period. 

 

2.8 The requirement therefore increases to 18,590 (15,900 from the SWRSS plus the 

2,690 dwelling shortfall), equating to 930 dwellings per annum. The Local Plan must 

therefore change to meet this need in order for it to be positively prepared and 

consistent with national policy. In its current form the Local Plan fails to meet 

objectively assessed housing need and is not consistent with the NPPF. 

 

2.9 With regard to the question of the distribution of housing (question 22), the Local Plan 

states (Paragraph 2.17) that two of the considerations for housing are ‘the level of local 

employment and proposed local employment,’ (sub paragraph c)) and ‘specific 

environmental and other constraints and availability of land’.  

 

2.10 Any new housing should therefore be sought in locations where there is existing and/or 

proposed local job opportunities, and also sites which are suitable having regard to 

existing land uses and environmental constraints.  

 

2.11 The land at Ilford Park, as has been argued in relation to Main Matters 1 and 3, is 

already identified as a Major Planning Permission and should be allocated as an 

employment site (see Hives Statement Main Matter 3). It should therefore be 

considered as meeting the criteria for local employment. 

 

2.12 The land immediately adjoining this ‘allocation’ is the former Polish Camp and benefits 

from an implemented planning permission for use as a 300 home caravan park. This 

is in addition to the 35 residential homes already permitted as part of the Ilford Park 

scheme. It is free of environmental constraints (being suitable for intensive use as 

caravans) and constitutes previously developed land. It thus meets criterion g). 
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2.13 Previously concerns have been raised about the suitability of the site for development 

given the presence of underlying minerals. However, since the submission of the 

original statement in December 2012, the mineral operator has sold the freehold of the 

surface. Also, attached at Appendix 1 is a letter dated 26th June 2013 from Clive 

Tompkins, Estates Surveyor for Sibelco Uk Ltd (the mineral operator), which states: 

   

“Although the property in question lies inside of the Mineral Consultation Area; 

it is still some distance from any past, present or foreseeable ball clay mining 

in this area of the Bovey Basin in the future.  We are therefore unaware of 

any activities for the winning and working of these minerals which might 

affect the land.” (emphasis added) 

 

2.14 Thus it is evident that mineral issues which may have previously raised concerns about 

the long term suitability of the land no longer apply. 

 

2.15 The proposed housing distribution fails to take into account these factors, with no 

allocation proposed at this site. It is thus argued that it is not justified as it is not the 

most appropriate strategy when considered against this alternative position. The 

former Polish Camp could be capable of accommodating 200 residential units as part 

of a mixed use development with the Ilford Park scheme. In the event that concerns 

remain concerning the minerals, then a ‘Park Homes’ style development could instead 

be proposed. 

 

2.16 This justification for an allocation applies both with the current distribution of 

development (given it relates to the strategy), and also in the event that housing 

numbers are increased, as is stated above. 
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3.0 SUMMARY 

 

3.1 The housing numbers in the plan are not effective, being too low and reliant on windfall 

and density increases. They do not take account of shortfalls of delivery during the 

period from 2001 to 2011 and they are not based on housing need, which the NPPF 

requires. The Local Plan is therefore not positively prepared or consistent with 

national policy.  

 

3.2 The numbers must be increased to a figure of 18,590 dwellings across the plan period 

in order for them to be positively prepared. 

 

3.3 The plan also fails to provide an allocation for new residential development on land at 

the former Polish Camp, a site which is previously developed land; already has 

permission for 300 caravans; is adjacent to permitted employment and residential 

development; and is readily available, being able to deliver housing at the start of the 

plan period. The plan is thus not justified as it is not the most effective and a new 

allocation should be made for residential development on the former Polish Camp. 

 

3.4 Included within our representations on Main Matter 1 is a suggested new Policy relating 

to Ilford Park and the allocation of 200 dwellings there. 
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Appendix 1 - Letter from Clive Tompkins dated 26th June 2013 
 



Lovering Lodge, East Gold Site, Kingsteignton Road, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 2PA, United Kingdom 

Our Ref: CT/AJG [/2013]    
Your Ref: PSG/Jess 
 
26th June 2013 
 
The Property Search Group 
48 Durham Avenue 
St Judes 
PLYMOUTH 
Devon 
PL4 8SP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Sirs 
 
Re: Ilford Park Caravan Park, Stover, Newton Abbot, Devon.  TQ12 6QH 
 
I refer to your email dated 28th June 2013 to Adrian Mutton of IMERYS Minerals Ltd 
requesting a ball clay mining search in respect of the above property which he has 
forwarded to me for reply.    
 
I can confirm that the property lies towards the western edge of the geological 
feature known as the Bovey Basin which contains nationally important reserves of 
ball clay; an essential component in the manufacture of ceramics.  The Bovey Basin 
stretches between Newton Abbot in the south and Bovey Tracey in the north and 
between Liverton in the west to Kingsteignton in the east.  The mines and minerals 
beneath substantial areas of land in the Bovey Basin are vested in Sibelco UK Ltd, 
[formerly WBB MINERALS Ltd.] and IMERYS Minerals Ltd, [formerly ECC 
International]; and whilst I can confirm that Sibelco UK are the owners of mines 
and minerals within the immediate vicinity we do not own the minerals directly 
beneath Ilford Park Caravan Park.  
 
Although the property in question lies inside of the Mineral Consultation Area; it is 
still some distance from any past, present or foreseeable ball clay mining in this 
area of the Bovey Basin in the future.  We are therefore unaware of any activities 
for the winning and working of these minerals which might affect the land. 
 
I would not imagine that the Company’s existing, or future, mineral working 
operations within the Bovey Basin are likely to adversely affect prospective 
purchasers of the property in question.   
 
I trust this information is sufficient for your purposes and we enclose our invoice 
for your kind attention. 
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This Search has been carried out with reference to material in the possession of, or 
available to, Sibelco UK Ltd.  From this material we have endeavoured to give as 
accurate a report as possible.  However, we cannot accept liability for any 
inaccuracies or omissions there may be with respect to those records. 
 
The report is confidential to the Client who has caused the commissioning of this 
Report, his Mortgagee and Solicitor and may not be re-produced or further 
distributed without our permission, nor shall we be under any liability whatsoever 
to any person other than the Client.  This report applies to the named property only 
and must not be used for any adjoining or neighbouring property. 
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
FOR AND ON BEHALF OF  
Sibelco UK Ltd 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clive Tompkins 
Estates Surveyor  
 
Enc. 


